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A few years ago – just after OVNI The Border as Centre (and 
perhaps as a consequence of it) – we entered a period of 
introspection. And in that inward-looking space, certain 
images from Bela Tarr’s film The Turin Horse (1) kept returning 
over and over again. In particular, three sequences:
 In the first, an elderly man struggles to drive his horse 
and loaded cart through a fog-filled landscape. After a while, 
we begin to understand the need for so much effort: the driver 
is one-armed, and a cart intended for two horses is being 
pulled by just one. Something is missing in this soulless world. 
A profound lack of balance is causing it to crack and at the 
same time bringing it to a standstill. The mutilated substance 
of that which animates it, mutilated itself, is crushed under 
its own weight and sinks on its blind side. Every gesture, every 
task, even eating, is arduous.
 In the second scene, a character appears on screen 
and delivers a wild, lucid monologue about the course the 
world has taken: “everything has been debased that they’ve 
acquired (…)  whatever they touch – and they touch everything 
– they’ve debased (…)  Acquire debase, debase, acquire. Or I 
can put it differently if you like: to touch, debase and thereby 
acquire, or touch, acquire and thereby debase. It’s been going 
on like this for centuries (….) Because this is not some kind of 
cataclysm, coming about with so-called innocent human aid. 
On the contrary, it’s about man’s own judgement.”
 The cart driver’s answer is laconic: “Come off it, that’s 
rubbish”. (2) 
 Then, the wind, the barren plain, the loneliness.
In the third scene, near the end of the film… as night falls, the 
two main characters, father and daughter, try to light an oil 
lamp or at least a candle but they are unable to do so. Light has 
already left that world.
 Light is leaving the world. 
For months and months, as we were saying, these images 
played over and over inside us, suggesting a possible path but 
also imperceptibly plunging us into their dense fog. We tried to 
navigate inside it but we could barely see our hand stretched out 
before us. So we walked for a time through that invisible world, 
and little by little we learnt to trust that fog, that not-knowing, 
that not-seeing with our eyes, until we came, in a sense, to 
recognise ourselves in it… Once this state had stabilised we 
shared it with the rhizome that gives rise to ovni, and this was 
how a few people came to talk to us about death and deaths (3) 
… and how the “Path of Return” unexpectedly opened up in the 
fog, not denying it but rather incorporating it like a veil that 

protects the mystery that surrounds us and runs through us at 
every moment.
 And so this OVNI of fog takes us on a journey through 
the middle world, the experience of physical death and of the 
deaths of the ego. 
 Instead of a regular video programme, it takes the 
form of a rite of passage in which visions (videos), texts, sounds, 
rituals, and breaths are interwoven with shared silence and 
darkness.
 To open up our vision (4), to open up to the awareness 
of that which we call film, video… those strange projections of 
light and shadow that portray worlds and lives, landscapes and 
feelings that arise in the dark cave of the screening room. It is 
there, in that shared or solitary darkness, that visions of worlds 
are incubated… before the emergence of boundaries between 
the real and the unreal, wakefulness and sleep, life and death… 
Visions on a white screen that will remain white once the visions 
of the worlds have disappeared. (5)
 Perhaps an old wound in our culture and our lives is 
thus healed, the hemispheres come together, other eyes open, 
and the Turin horse is no longer beaten. (6)
 So as not to separate death from life, each day’s journey 
will begin by passing through the gates of dreams – death’s twin 
– and trance, exploring the rituals of farewell and dissolution of 
the body… A contemplation of dissolution that will lead us to the 
grateful contemplation of life.
 So Path of Return unfolds as a rite of passage, a 
journey that we recommend making in full each day, to aid in 
a good crossing through intense and sometimes difficult inner 
landscapes that may perhaps help us to regain the perception 
of the unlimited, inappropriable, unrepresentable nature of the 
Real. 

abu ali
(1) The Turin Horse (A torinói ió in the Hungarian original) is a 2011 film 
directed by Béla Tarr and Ágnes Hranitzky. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
The_Turin_Horse
(2) Transcription of the monologue from The Turin Horse: http://kathiesmith.
blogspot.com.es/2012/03/turin-horse-script.html
(3) The people who come to mind are Palmar Álvarez Blanco, Marco Antonio 
Regueiro, … and also all those who have already left us during this long period 
of searching
(4) Abu Ali,  Abrir la Visión, 2016 _ http://www.al-barzaj.org/2016/10/abrir-la-
vision.html
(5) This image is often used by Ramana Maharashi.
(6) According to the oft-repeated story, Nietzsche was in Piazza Carlo Alberto 
when he noticed the driver of a hansom cab flogging his stubborn horse. 
Nietzsche ran towards them, threw his arms around the horse’s neck to 
protect him, and then collapsed on ground.



8 march – Thursday     

Altzaney, Vano Arsenishvili  i Nino Orjonikidz.  
30min, 2012, Georgia.
The people of Pankisi Gorge believe that all the important issues of their lives and deaths should be solved through 
mediation of a favoured authority, a woman, Altzaney.

Istishara, abu ali, 14min, 2004, Morocco.
Dream stories. Dreams as a passage into parallel worlds, erasing the limits between the real and the unreal, between 
life and death.

SUB TERRAE, Nayra Sanz, 7min, 2017, Spain.
Sub terrae.

Bagong Silang, Zena Merton, 11min,  2012, Philippines.
A film about a community that lives in a cemetery in Manila. Rural poverty combined with a terribly overcrowded 
capital explain why many thousands of families have taken to squatting in the city’s cemeteries.  This film reveals their 
problems, jobs, sense of community and hopes for the future.

In Purgatorio, Giovanni Cioni, 70min, 2009, Italy.
A film based on the Neapolitan cult of dead. It is said that the dead call out in dreams, and sometimes appear in a 
crowd: that stranger staring at you. They want to be acknowledged. So you adopt a skull, one of the thousands of hu-
man remains that can be found below the city. 

Tewahedo Fasika, Vincent Moon, 7min, 2012, Ethiopia.
Easter ceremony in Debre Berhan Selassie Church.

Shiva’s Flesh,  Yorgos Avgeropoulos
50min,  2007, Greece, India.
Varanasi, the city of Shiva, is also a city of death, known for its devotion and for its crematoria, which is where the 
Aghori Sadhus live. They cover their bodies with the ashes of the dead and ask for food using a human skull as a vessel.

Stendalli, Suonano Ancora, Cecilia Mangini, 11min, 1959, Italy.
Mourners from southern Italy, poem by Pier Paolo Pasolini.

La Vida en Armonía, abu ali, 15min, 2018, Marroc.
15min, 2018, Morocco.
A conversation with a woman who washes and massages the women who go to the hamman (public baths), helps bring 
the neighbourhood children into the world, and to wash the dead.

The Aghori, 8min, 2017, India.
A former engineer who becomes an Aghori.

For the Birds, Keith Sanborn, 7min, 2000, USA.
Birdsong in addition ... step from black darkness into white light.

Emily Died, Reel 80 of Five Year Diary
Anne-Charlotte Robertson, 27min, 1994, USA.
One of the tapes of Anne Charlotte Robertson’s five-year-old diary, a cathartic, devastating, delicate and meditative 
story. The extraordinarily frank and revealing self-portrait of an artist and a woman struggling to understand the dark 
desires and shadows that define her world.

Sleep has her house, Scott Barley, 90min, 2017, United Kingdom.
The shadows of screams climb beyond the hills. It has happened before. But this will be the last time. The last few sense 
it, withdrawing deep into the forest. They cry out into the black, as the shadows pass away, into the ground. Through 
long static takes, the film develops a contemplative, hypnotic experience, akin to paintings that move, mixing live 
action, still photography, and hand-drawn images.

9 march - Friday 



10 march – saturday

Sueño y Visión, Xavi Hurtado. 22min, 2010, Colombia, Spain.
An extract from a documentary compilation of shamanic memories from the Nasa culture of Tierra Adento, in the area 
around the Yadx volcano (Nevado del Huila, Cauca, Colombia).

Santo Daime ( Compilació), Vincent Moon, Hadrien La Vapeur, Corto Vaclav, 40min,  2013, Brazil.
The Santo Daime ritual. Syncretism in Brazil, combining Catholic popular beliefs of Portuguese origins, the traditional 
practices of African slaves, and Amazonian indigenous culture. With the use of Ayahuasca.

Penelope has a Voice, (messages num. 1 - 6)
Eulalia Valldosera, 13min, 2017, Spain.
(...) We are leaving the Earth bit by bit / leaving behind our service to humankind and life in general / motors and satellite 
waves are wounds in our hearts and brains/ through which love escapes (...).

Dying at Grace, Allan King, 87min, 2003, Canada.
Five patients dying in the Toronto Grace Hospital invite you to share their ultimate experience – a doorway through 
which we all must pass. It is humbling to be brought face to face with dying and death but also deeply rewarding. The 
generosity of each of the patients, their families, friends and caregivers is remarkable. They have given a rare gift to the 
living.

Khen Rimponche, 7min, 2011, India.
The cremation of Lama Khen Rinpoche’s body, and the search for the precious stones among his ashes... but it is the 
same sky that lights up.

11 march - sunday
Le jour a vaincu la nuit, Jean Gabriel Periot, 20min, 2015, France.
One by one, a group of people share their dreams with us. We gradually realize that they are inmates, locked inside the 
walls of a prison.

Someone to love, Cristina Nuñez, 24min, 2011, Spain, Switzerland.
A woman tells the story of her life. Moments of profound loss and precious encounters, against the backdrop of her 
mother’s death.

Così l’Italia ha lasciato annegare 60 bambini
Fabrizio Gatti, 10min, 2017, Italy.
Footage of the sea and audio recordings of a conversation in which a sinking refugee ship urgently asks for help from 
the coast guard, and is met by bureaucratic red tape in response .... until the final silence.

Belogorsky, Vincent Moon, 11min, 2014, Russia.
A recording of a rare liturgy in the hidden Belogorskiy monastery, the biggest cave monastery in Russia.

Dar al Ajira,  abu ali, 5min, 2004, Morocco.
A person talks to us about the process of decomposition of the body, with a certain joy and tenderness.

Familia chechena, Martín Solá, 65min, 2015, Argentina, Chechnya.
Abubakar is 46 years old and participates in the Zikr - ritual dances performed by Chechen Sufi Muslims. At each Zikr 
he reaches a state of ecstasy. For Abubakar it is an exorcism, a form of liberation from everything that his people have 
suffered over so many years of occupation.  It is an act of resistance where they reunite with their dead. An encounter 
with the Real.

Thank you:
To Palmar Alvarez-Blanco, Si Abdelmumin, Wadud Sabaté, Marco Antonio Regueiro, Inka Martí i Jacobo Siruela de Atalanta ed, Neus Buira, Carlos 
T. Mori, Fina Sensada, Toni Cots, Jeorjia Tsisme, Vincent Moon, Alex Gato, Rosa Serra, Verónica Baena, Eva Reyes, Nuria Rodríguez, Céline Pimentel, 
Genoveva Gómez, Denise Cordhome, and all of the CCCB team.
To Thierry de Cordier for the image and to Xavier Hufkens gallery.
To all the authors of the visions (videos) and of the sounds: Carlos Gómez, Víctor Turull, with the collaboration of Anima Quarz.
To all the people who sent us texts and their thoughts on this experience. 
To those who have gone.


